
What really drives success in a CRM? Getting more done, faster.
This means having a proactive system to prequalify prospects, create conversations, and 
build better relationships. It means a prescriptive system to evaluate key performance 
indicators and help you take action. And, it means not wasting time with bulky half-baked 
technology, but finding a platform capable of bringing your business together.

Here are the 4 essential things a CRM needs to get you there:

Quality Leads

Powerful technology and digital marketing means better lead quality 

Never start with a blank state and don’t waste time on junk leads. You want a CRM that gets 
the lead qualifying process initiated and automatically fills in any blanks, so you can deliver 
the best experience possible to your leads. 

What’s Needed:

Smart tools that promote self-reported information (i.e. buying 
timeline, pre-approval, etc.)

Detailed lead profiles with information on search activity, 
communication preferences, and contact history

Appended information from third-party verification companies

Integrations to pipe social media details into a lead’s profile
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Complete Sales Pipe Marketing 

Multi-channel marketing keeps you present at every touchpoint

Prospects want information right away delivered in their preferred method of 
communication. The key is getting technology and marketing to work seamlessly, so you can 
stay efficient and still provide the experience your leads crave.

What’s Needed:

Tech-enabled communication that addresses a mix of 
channels (email, texting, autodialers)

Customizable follow-up plans that integrate multiple forms of 
communication (BoomTown’s drip texting alone provided a 
630% increase in response rates from archived leads!) 

Bulk action capabilities 

A library of proven plans to use for your own business

Health Checks on Your Success  

Know what the numbers say about your business

Most CRMs offer some form of success management (red flag if not!), but do they really know 
how or where you’re not succeeding? Don’t be at the mercy of whoever answers the phone. 
You need a team that’s armed with specific data and diagnostic tools. 

What’s Needed:

A vitals report to measure key performance 
indicators and bridge the gap between data 
and people

Diagnostic reports to show what’s working 
and not working, so you can prioritize your 
actions

Success strategists that proactively reach out 
when your business needs your attention, so 
you can focus on taking action while there’s 
still time to make an impact.



An Integrated System (Plays Well with Others)

Integrate everything, pull from everywhere, connect everyone

Beware of the “complete CRM” (usually code for trying to create a beast of a system from 
scratch). Instead, look for a system that integrates with other best-of-breed solutions. 

What’s Needed:

A system that seamlessly integrates with 
other best-in-class real estate tools

Agents and teams can continue to use their 
favorite tools and systems, but everything is 
housed in one intelligent platform

Eliminate the need for extensive training and 
new processes 

See true ROI (from click to cash!) when all the 
data from integrated systems is housed in 
one platform 


